
40 DAYS OF PROMISE

Day 26

SPIRITUALITY

We cannot live a spiritual life all by ourselves. Our spiritual existence is either the Sea of 
Galilee or the Dead Sea.  The Sea of Galilee has some of the freshest water of any body of 
water on the earth.  It stays fresh because of the literal hundreds of tributaries that provide 
water to it.  Dozens of mountain streams feed the sea.  Rain is captured in the long mountain 
creases that feed the streams that feed the lake. 

The water from the Sea of Galilee is moving into the Jordon River and into small streams that 
nurture what we have come to know as the Bible lands.  It is never still, therefore, it is never 
stagnant.On the other hand, the Dead Sea only receives.  Water runs into the Dead Sea and 
never leaves.  Because it is a desert sea, the water and positive nutriments evaporate.  Thus, 
it is a stagnant, smelly, and ugly body of water.  It is like the Great Salt Lake in the western 
United States.  

That water is so heavy as a result of the evaporation that you can lay flat on the water, not 
unlike a water-bed. A rich spiritual life receives nutriments and shares them with others.  The 
true spiritual life is fed through the word (The Bible), enriched through prayer, and matured 
through sharing with others.  Those who are dead to the spirit are defined as the receptacles 
only.  They take in, but never give off.  They receive but never share.

When we are serious about our spiritual life we assume responsibility for growth and maturity.  
Although we may not be able to create the ideal context for a life in the Spirit, we do have 
many more options for growth than most choose to apply.

Consider these choices:  What do you read? What kind of art do you embrace? To what music 
do you listen?  What are the places you visit? Who are the people with whom you “hang,” and 
what you do when you are with them? These are all tributaries that either provide enrichment 
and nourishment to your spiritual life or that serve to stunt your growth.

BIBLE READING FOR TODAY: John 5:44, Hosea 6:3

How is your spiritual life?

Is it enriching itself by your efforts in the spirit?

What can you do to get closer to God and His Son in this Lenten season? 
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